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Preface

___________________
Hi ! This book is by an old guy who has been working in the small to enterprise size
information technology industry. This guy have climbed under server room floors for cabling as
well as worked on tracing down configuration tech flaws on mainframe servers.
The author spent over 7 years abroad in various positions and places.
It has been observed during various projects and tasks, that certain design and process
planning methods keep paying off several magnitude of conventional approaches to solving
problems or carrying out an international project. This has proved to be significant where time
and precision is crucial and failure or a mis of the right path also have to be minimized to low
levels.

The book comprises of 29 chapters in total and aims to provide an easy to sink in and
applicable set of tools for quickly solving large chunks of tasks in a solid and stable way. The
knowledge of the book points back to a wide set of practical cases as well as books by authors
whom are on the forefront in areas such as management and cyber-geography.
Most importantly, the book aims to give a grasp for a solid base and inertia
in everyday life where action and a quick, precise execution of tasks is an
everyday expectation.
One can observe, that in many cases, people's dreams or even simple wishes
do not come true as expected and in many cases, things turn out in burning
or money thrown out on the window. It is well known that almost nothing compares to the
preservation of inner peace when it comes to the time of solving a problem or doing something.

The reader can observe that many parts of the book are layed down on foundations found in
Tao and Islam.

Religion is a powerful thing and this is also something that the author kept in the air along the
text. Or someone can put it this way, if you really want to do something, than taking your
dreams seriously can be an easier way to get there.

And on the other hand, the reader should keep in mind that being in peace with our
environment or stepping away from offensive areas is a wise thing to do.
The author also touches on homeopathic healing and energy absorption for coping with
demanding times, yet, preserving your gravity and credibility. The author hopes that the reader
will profit from the book, be valuable and bring more success to the reader's life.
“In submission to Islam for pulling me out of the ditch of worms”
Zoltan Papp

Introduction
___________________
You come and go in the world and observe things, meet various people. One of my favourite
places is Victoria railway station in London and the park just on the other side of Picolo in
London, United Kingdom, about a walking distance from Victoria station. I never forget the
people I met at these places, I had many great adventures at these places and I am proposing to
write this book, that urban living and spiritual culture is an increasingly important factor in our
everyday life.
In about 2001, I noticed the amount of green in downtown Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia in a
book. I did read books and studied cities such as downtown Chicago, but the amount of green
and lavish space with green clearly posted a message to me that such an environment enables
one to be more peaceful inside. It is also interesting, that a music brand, Buddha Bar have also
commanded me a distinguished message of where peace can be found. Being a senior system's
engineer, I do not think that technology has limits but I do think that the environment in which
we live consumes a significant proportion of options and has crucial influence on the way we
live. And this is also a reason why religion has become more important to me. Technology has
no limits, but there is a difference between technology and people and this is what counts,
identity. People have identities, and so the comfort of life and spiritual well being, satisfaction,
privacy and owning is more powerful I think than the platform of technology.

During my work in system's engineering in information technology, it has come to my attention
that torsional waves such as microwave power transmission have interesting qualities
in 3D space. In more aspect, quiton/perceptron physics precisely touches the subject of positive
and negative time domain in the aether. Most of the waves that drive qution/perceptron physics
are torsional and so can rotate to the right as well as to the left. In terms of life processes, this
can be either constructive depending on the direction of the waves torsional rotation or
destructive.
This is an interesting topic. It have also been proved that if the wave is not rotating to
the right direction in microwave power transmission for example, then the power transmission
will not work and will simply not be transmitted. This is also an area of interferometry that
many people study about in many ways and also various books discuss this area. It also have
deep roots in cultures.
In the summer of 2010 in June the 13th. I swam across a side of a stream of the Danube on a
sunny day in middle Hungary just under Rackeve. About 300 meters from the coast, a strong
hit by a dark and suffocating shadow swam under me in the water. Something like this have
never happened to me before and so, being a sport man and experienced cross-country
mountain biker, I slowed down and tried to observe the natural effect that I have come across
with. The waves in the water were not natural smooth waves but more like sharp arms of black
waves reaching out. I heard in the radio later that day that the UV radiation was very high in the
country and I think, that indeed, the Sun could have caused the above turbulent radiation.

I also heard various examples of measurable microwave radiation at fruit tree farms
where fruits grow several magnitude faster and larger, than at other places due to the aether's
radiation at such locations.
Such interesting natural events are indicators that the study of mother nature is an
important and interesting field to study. Yet, influential in our everyday life just as lighting up a
candle with your fiancée or wife on a Saturday night in the middle of the night with a red wine
can energize and empower you for the whole week.
Is it the same as 50 USD or more ? What is more influential in or lives ? I am a spiritual person
and so I believe in the power of caring for each other, spirit and moments in life.
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The dishwasher of the aether. Don't let get things washed away if you want
those....!
Every day you go to work, you make an uplifting decision or have your lunch
in middle of the day, you are building in most likely, discs of your existential
background. You register at a service provide, you give and submit to make
something grow.
These somethings are generally referred to as your existential
background. In its truest sense, your presences in the system we
all live in are basically foundations for your own existence to
stand upon and grow. Many books and wisdom books discuss
pillars or foundations of our life but in general, these can also be
considered of discs if we think in RFID term of the aether. Let us call these layers or obviously
known and cherished parts of our life discs.

Now, if we stand up to our referenced identities, stand by the ones we think are important for
us, we get a system of discs which protect us in the world from not being present in the system
in which we live in.
It is interesting but if you do this, and dare to name your referred ones and background
for yourself, then it is a delicate time and opportunity to embrace and build further your castle
of discs basically. I also think the uniqueness enhances self as well as the overall system, due to
the rise of self consciousness and being pro active. And most of all, the most important thing is

that you actually build your own and
referred people and services and not
anything else.
This is the place where the Standard
Markup Language of U steps in, in a
simple think through check. If you
are really doing the right thing with
the people really important for you.
Why do I say this ? I have seen
people leaving a great deal of
opportunities behind in front of their
eyes and so on. Several times in my
life, I witnessed massive disposition
of computers for example.
About 95% of the time, I was the only person collecting disposed computer equipment. Was it a
mere luck ?

I took a deep breath and promised myself that I am not leaving the free lunch there. And I did
so have these lunches several times. However, you can spot, that at certain times of your life,
something is suffocating around your body and space. I also observed that at uplifting decision,
in many cases, bad things start to happen. It sounds skeptical but many music tracks and
movies discuss this.
You have good things beginning to occur in your life and so a sudden strike of attack on you
occurs from the least expected. Why is it ? If you have good, reliable friends, respect them. If
there is a good company which truly cares for your for your money, then support it, cherish it. I
always had this habit of mixing with supportive people and keeping in touch. It is up to you. It
also have been observed that bad things occur even when your are in a good company and

doing good things. This is because evil does not see the distance or limits in its existence.
Many cultures study the nature of evil, most particularly, gates are built in front of houses at
such places as Romania or Hungary and there are even gates built on the sea in Japan for
example. Evil you see, does not know of privacy or other's self identity due to its superior own
belief. As a result, evil can produce extreme cases of destruction in which not even evil is seen
due to the amount of laws broken. In many cases, this is why Lucifer or the devil if you like is
considered a poet of law breaking. I will write about how to nourish your self and clean your
mind with a few simple Feng Shui like steps that can straight your vision of the right acts and
directions to take.
This document is about a simple algorithm that was developed from various publications and
research material that I wrote about on my http://hothertz.fugeeonline.com/ portal.
Basically, everything which is not helping your vision of the right acts to be taken and
directions to be taken can be considered a noise basically or information overload. If you have
ever lost path, this is how it might have happened from the viewpoint of “not you”. Where you
were not watching carefully enough or in a wide enough perspective.....Are your enemies from
another country or from another planet ? Which part did you miss ?
The algorithm looks as follows:
(1) Sensed other value or any emotional activity
(2) Localized it
(3) Abused it (by coupling with non-real things, magnetic component [Ref: RFID])
(4) “X-ed it” (using “tubes” *reflection etc, “tubes” are a way to suppress positive life forms)
(5) Taken value or emotional content from person.

Operation:
Base rule: It is the best, nothing else is better than its own existences. Vane because it is
nothing. It knows or at least, might suspect that it is nothing.
−

Abusing. Abusive exposition due to vanity, everything else most be “X-ed” or taken
away.

−

Cynical. Due to vanity, it looks down on everything else.

−

Anger. It acts like a bull and demolishes when its aims fail.

Obviously, these are things one should be avoiding.

Tips of rules against evil:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be a team player, be aware of your environment
Have a solid, heavy and concrete base
Avoid sadists
Be a game master
Do not let your obligation to be capitalized on
Figure how one may fool evil. Sometimes even a joke might be a solution .
Support your side and the good side lawfully and wisely

Particulars to occurrence of evil:
•
•
•
•
•

Fag
Ugly
Vain
Giving up
Impostor with pride and joy (poet)

Tips: Having a break or going for a holiday. Having a hot chocolate or a glass of wine is a good
idea to bypass evil events.

I think that the vacuum, pure Coulomb charge or 3d space if you like, does communicate reality
by giving “tips”. These “tips” are also discussed in quiton/perceptron physics or the Greek of
the aether if you like. The discovery of the Higgs bozon, for example, would also be an
important success in physics to explain these things. References: http://www.cern.ch/,
http://www.iter.org/

Does 666 work in a 3D space?
This is how evil “X-es” its pride. Evil has a good and bad arm (call it “pork”) and have one
who is making the pride X (call it “spider”). Divide and conquer (Divide et imper a). But there
is a problem for the evil. Trying to cause logical events in 3d space is the tool of fool. Logic
does not take anyone anywhere. Man is rather a rational entity not a logical one, walking on the
ground.

Creation might come in different forms, yet, you can see shapes, buildings, products, attitudes
that all shout of something that looks the same to me all over.

Clearly, the forms and shapes of objects describe a lot. You can see useless objects for you and
you can see useful objects for you, or just simply beauty. But as a living entity as a fly, not
much profit can arise from it. These useful, useless and beautiful things are all around us, it is
up to you to decide which one and how much each of these have anything to do with you or
relevant to you. Working with relevant and reachable things is a powerful thing. Something you
can not reach might not be worth your attention and energy to be wasted.

Avocado

I also think that since U (Voltage or magnetic component) is an algorithm or mechanism,
Electromagnetic Field Mechanics (EMFM) in the ether, it could be distributed unevenly across
space just like a mud. Reference: Atlas of CyberSpace ISBN: 978-0201745757
The process of creating and finding a path in an objective environment (U or hell) in the
vacuum (Coulomb charge). Please note that U is also considered the Tau in the aether that
could have been caused by non-wanted chakras or other life and self damaging forms of waves.
Imagine it as something of the distribution of light and evil (magnetic component aka
“voltage/U” ) in the world. Some observation and science have documented that at certain areas
of the world, certain life based events happen better or faster. For example, at places like in
Scotland and Australia, certain life related events seem to happen at speeds of several factorial
than at other places. I suspect, that this could be due to the location’s low level of U or
magnetic component, voltage in it in the vacuum.

Traveling EM waves are composed of electric (E) and orthogonal magnetic (H) fields. But as
one can see it in the picture, there is no base to the wave system but an ocean of waves as if you
were floating on the surface of an ocean which can also be extremely damaging
psychologically. This is why faith and religion are important and things with strong
psychological healing qualities.

Actual look of longitudinal wave propagation without magnetic component. One can well
observe, that without the magnetic component of the wave system, the longitudinal wave on its
own propagates along a straight line. The picture is the output signal of a military sparktransmitter which is an extremely popular and reliable transmission device.
Reference: Wikipedia

Reference: Quiton/Perceptron physics.
Thomas E. Bearden, US Army Material Command

I think that U is an algorithm in the vacuum which objects processes since if U is a parasite and
therefore a terrorizer of layer 3, then it automatically objects the unfold of events in layer 2 and
1 too. We can consider layer 4 the layer in which self identity occurs. I also suspect, that, such
parts of the vacuum where there is a lot of algorithm of U (hell or underworld) could be used
by evil to terrorize and abusively expose existence. All parts of the text are freely disputable,
however please note that in our everyday principle, if we do not like something or someone,
then we simply will not put effort to its growth in any way. Reference: 3 + 2 layer of the aether.
Various existences:
[Concave]

[Convex]

[Straight]

[Straight+ pro active]

Constructive interference:
Developing functional complexity from structural complexity using constructive interference:

[step 1]

[step 2]

[step 3]

One might note, that such parasite activity can be miraculously unseen sometimes since one
does not see “shadow” in the process since the parasite or magnetic component if you like, too,
is fighting for its identity rights. Except, violating all possible laws of the world.
I go to work, I do my job, I can pay my bills, I exist and conform to the system I live in. Islam
is the religion that, by either way, does not expose or put people into cross since, I think, its
pure foundation is based on the support of existence. For me, this is the support and protection
of the existence of matter, soliton if you like.
I think that in the world, nothing comes before or after people. Man is the ruler of the world
and therefore, no system can attack man since what system is it if it damages itself. Therefore,
as a person, I 100%-ly lay my existence on the rules of physics and law. That is why I think
that solitons are the most important and fundamental phenomena in physics that is known so
far. I think that we all stand alone, act alone and responsible for our acts by ourselves and
nobody else. It can be called free will, I think that this is the gift, our system, the government
gave to people.
Therefore, I would like to dedicate this theory to the corporate, politics, security and defense
entities because I think that true reality based on your own individual perception and law which
is of key importance to conforming to the system you live in.
As an outlook of the future, by reading several books and consulting with people, it is
becoming more and more evident to me as it is written in several books that matter has Tau
content in it just the aether itself. More precisely, any matter or entity of matter such as a tree is
capable of mental representation of an entity.

In other words is it well suspected that the aether is symbolically representing its states with
mental representation of itself in time and space as quiton/perceptron physics says too.

Chapter 7.......3 + 2 layer of the aether and the Laplace equitations aka free will.
Theoretical build up of the aether

First of all, there are 3 basic types of waves in physics that we know of:
Transverse wave

Longitudinal wave

Torsional spiral wave (RAD, microwave power transmission, chakras etc)

These 3 type of wave types basically determine our every day life. However, a type of wave
effect called soliton is unique among all wave tapes. A soliton is a self reinforcing wave that
can exist, grow and contain more over time just like a carrier wave. If our Lord is made up of
solitons, than I wish it have as much content and power as it can have and no enemies.
As an example of the torsion wave in 3 dimensional space, people without other reason or goal,
tend to converge North and East in General.
If you think about it, in a 3 dimensional space, if you have no fixation point of inertia system,
than you will be simply going with the law of the torsional wave and most likely, your events
will be determined by this wave just like when you pull the plug of a sink, the water forms a
whorl because in 3 dimensional space, the water has no fixation points or a holding frame if
you like. That would make the water flow down in a
more linear way. It is an interesting study, how such
torsional waves (RAD) can affect processes if you
consider that the matter operates at 10^44 Hz in the pure
sea of Coulomb charge. This means that, if one's body
can be considered an RFID chip in 3D space and the
matter operates at 10^44Hz by a study, then pattern
matching, aka convergence in such a space can occur
fairly quickly.

An RFID chip
A zoomed in RFID chip
As a result, people too, need frame in their life to base their life on. This is why religion is a
powerful thing. A religion can be most important foundation in one’s life that one can place all
action and reason of existence in life. Imagine a set of rules and explanation that can hold you
in any situation. Wouldn’t it be good or does something already exist like that? Not easy I
guess. One says. “Life is a lesson, you learn it when you through”
If you observe the spread out of the cities for example, you can see that most wealth and
intellectual property tend to end up in the northern and western areas of a city. There is even a
song track about it written by the famous Pet Shop Boys. Eastern girls and Western boys, Go
West etc. How funny or ironic is this.
I originally started thinking about convergence in 2003 when I purchased Field technology I
from Dr. George Egely. The book precisely introduced the subject of the famous Casimir effect.
In about 2005, I discovered the famous book called The Secret written by Rhonda Byrne that is
also very similar to what the Casimir effect describes in terms of waves and soliton pulses,
ISBN: 1582701709

If we think about religions in the world, then we can find some very creative and positive
knowledge and wisdom but still Buddhism, for example exposes a person as the founder or
leader of a group of people no matter how good the foundation of the religion was layed down.
I am aware that kings and presidents exist to represent a nation or group of people, yet, I think
that such pressure and tie can be released by placing a universal thing in the center of a system
frame such as religion that can not be exposed or abused. And let the religion be based on a
knowledge, wisdom and rules that people have gathered over the years. Such frames of groups
are Tao and Islam for example. Tao teaches how things work and does not expose any entity, it
bases its teachings on the rules of the world but there is no central entity on which around it is
based, hence the symbol:

The symbol obviously symbolizes the balance of two fighting forces in the world based on a set
of rules but there is no unity, there are only rules. Islam, however does unite its foundation in
something and that is the Kaaba stone in Mecca, Saudi Arabia.

Hence I dare to question that Islam could be the most advanced religion among all. I obviously
do not want to paint the fence with the same colour but I consider it a good food for thought for
myself at least.
A theory about creation at first place:
A drop of water into still water. So the absolute flat and rigid energy field due to perfect
balance I guess, was broken up by a wave from somewhere. Such effects can happen in physics
called bifurcation for example. The point is that the system simply “slips”. No matter how
perfect the world is, a single “error”, no matter how tiny it is, could have broken up the perfect
stillness of the World. Internal pressure or anything can cause such a thing in physics. Once
there is dynamism in the wave system basically, then interference and hence, creation can
occur.

Please note, that creation almost always emerges from the interference of 2 or more different
things in the World as Tao says too. Once there is creation, it folds into a never-ending process.
Since who can rule the vibrant existence of the world, not even the Lord.
How things work ?
Execution of tasks
1. Iteration
Tasks executed one after another.
2. Repetition
Repeating the same task over and over again.
3. Selection
Making a decision, a branch.
Reference: Dragon book: Compilers: Principles, Techniques, and Tools by Alfred V. Aho, Ravi
Sethi, and Jeffrey D. Ullman, ISBN: 0201100886
When load is high
− Working harder
− Working smarter
− Getting help
Reference: In Search of Clusters by Gregory Pfister, ISBN: 0138997098

Distributed evolution
The same pattern can occur at 2 or more places according to evolution. Hence, there is proof
that evolution is distributed. If it is true, than we have chances that other civilizations exist in
outer space.
Reference: The Biology of Mind: Origins and Structures of Mind, Brain, and Consciousness by
M. Deric Bownds, ISBN: 1891786075
The religion of the system
Exposition.
People vs solitons of the system, matter, or as you like in the Religion of Islam, The Kaaba
stone or matter itself if you like, a solid state of common existence rather than a changing
entity. I believe in the system, therefore I am in the system. I abide by its rules, therefore the
system supports me. I trust police, I trust my government, my car’s manufacturer that it built a
safe and comfortable car that I can use with the ones I belong to and even more. If I have a
problem with my subscribed service such as my mobile phone provider, I call customer support
and I will receive help. Because I paid my bills and I am a registered customer of the
communications company. If I am in another country and I get in trouble, my country’s
embassy will help me to get home. There is no limit. This is the religion of the system which is
built on a foundation called a religion or faith if you like. System is the power. Similar to the
Matrix movie. You feel this when you pay your bills, you go to church, you report to an
organization and so on. I act on behalf of the system, a system that does not tie me but allows
me to explore my limits as well as provide shelter against the extreme conditions of out of the
system conditions such as being unemployed or not having a citizenship.
Not too complicated I guess, the most shocking discoveries are almost always so simple that
you do not believe in it at first. Why is this? You simply face truth and you can not see it
because there is no dirt or image in it to be differentiated from...This is another reason why
modern model agencies have preference for woman with a type of error in them, something that
creates an image of self.
If you have no properties, then it is difficult to be differentiated or known.
I guess we all differ in some way and that is the good way.

The 3 + 2 layer model of the World:
2. Heaven. Where angels supposed to exist I guess and God is the Lord of this space.
1. Hell. Where rats and other animals rule space including the devil itself. This is the opposite
of life. Cold, no dynamics, silence and darkness. This is where suppression occurs that makes
the creatures of hell like a mad kid.
3. Processes. A dimension in which space is made up of processes. It is the interdependency of
the processes that is most important in this space. In other words, care and love about anything
that has an entity or can be called on a name.
2. Events. A dimension in which space is made up of system of events.
1. Vacuum in which mass flows and exists. This layer is also known as Dirac sea, Higgs field
or Delta-E field if you like. This pure flow of Coulomb charges in which matter operate on
10^44 Hz and flows or hangs basically in this sea of pure Coulomb charge. Similar to how
Earth for example is hanging in space which is actually pure sea of Coulomb charge. According
to a study it also have distributive significance as a base of quiton/perceptron physics as a
transfer layer.

Reference: Prof. Konstantin Meyl, IEEE publication
Each matter or energy chunk can be considered an entity. Each of these entities form a process
which can interact harmonically or dynamically with one another also studied by
quiton/perceptron physics. However, please note that Hell and Heaven is a division for the
Lord, that is why true Lord can exist in any part of the World at any time since the ultimate
solution to a superior being is soliton. And a soliton does not know limits. As a result, the Lord
is capable of shading light into Hell and burning up the cold of Hell for a better united World.
All parts of the document are freely disputable.*It is an interesting hypothetical question for
thought, weather Hell and Heaven could be magnetic components in their nature, of layer 1,2,
and 3.
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Chapter 22.....Protection aka order. And the importance of
faith. This text is an extract from a forum I
posted my thoughts about on law and order
and its importance in one's life.
Hi,
Thank you for your reply and i apologies for replying only now.
Yes, i think that what i seek is order on all levels of existence. And i think that this is what you
mean too. Either way, something tells me that Islam is about the
promotion of order and this is a very important thing. If you have no order at any given time,
than how do you expect to reach results in a changing world ?
I am an engineer and so i like if things are available for my needs. I do not mean about amounts
but the things to fulfill my daily and weekly needs. No matter how little these things might be,
life has suppressed my resources so much that i have been seeking order to put together a
working "gear" that allows me to reach my goals. I think that Islam does support the perfection
of law and order on all levels, which allows for achieving my minimal daily needs to support
my and my fiance's existence. Obviously, i am too a respecter of the Lord. However, i have this
in me that i can not communicate with the Lord directly when it is time for action, and i am in
need of answers. So i think that perfecting self life based on given and working laws is a way to
reach goals.

It might be interesting but i am most feel closely with defense entities, yet, I think that Islam is
about the same: Supporting law and order on all levels. The difference is that Islam reaches this
and enables anyone to practice perfecting the seek of truth and play with reality on a theoretical
level to reach new levels of understanding of the rules, world and the Lord. I think that defense
allows similar discipline and exploration too but laid down on governmental law.
The idea i tamper with is that areas of law exploration that defense might not be able to explore
Islam can still provide. However, i think that why defense would not be able to provide the
same ? Isn’t the support of order the same as defense against evil in your life ?

I think yes.
So i think of Islam as my spiritual arm against evil in my private life. An extension of law that
governmental law does not describe yet. But I question, it could actually I think, without
affecting anyone’s identical rights or views.
The reason I think this is because of the following. People tell me that I should study Islam
more. I 100%-ly agree with it, but I think that this need for study has a message. And I think
that it means the constant exploration of laws of the world.
I also think that, it is actually a space of thought that we study when one means, the study of
Islam. Space of thought of our lives which interfere and new ideas are born. More exploration
more knowledge, more understanding. All you have to do is watch….or sunbathe if you like.
I think that this idea is well related to multiple derivatives of optical solitons or any type of
solitons in the world. Please see my SMLU publications for more.
So the conclusion is:
Law and order is basically defense against evil, hence Islam aids security and defense or
existence if you like. I think that it is an important thing. I am currently thinking that security of
existence itself could mean Islam because I seem to see no limit to serve this rule, due to the
constant exploration of laws of the world which arise from space of thoughts.
It might seem interesting at first. Think about it.
Why do I say “My Islam”?
I obviously do not want to appropriate Islam. My point is that I look at an idea of something
that empowers self and I can take It anywhere with me anyhow. Some might ask. Why help
isn't there when you need it ? So many time I see this happen. Is the Lord not powerful
enough ? I think that it is more about getting it right. It is up to you to localize yourself in time
and space to the right place. This is why knowledge, practice and tools are important. This is
why I think that the FIT book is becoming more and more recognized on the book market. A
pocket knowledge gear of the aether to provide every day solution for people. The knowing of
laws and order, your “pocket gear” in everyday life that you can vividly use and practice in
everyday life.

Chapter 23.....Supplementary articles on various every day
practices by people.
Chapter 24.....My garden.

Chapter 25.....The trip to the lake outside of the city.
Chapter 26.....Summary.
Chapter 27.....Conclusion.
Chapter 28.....Future trends.
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